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.BEGINNING-TEACRERS AS-LEARNERS -

N
The procpss for preparing secondary teachers in'the 04itedtStates.

is one that encourages beginners to enter the professionyith relatively

little training and one that assumes they will continue as learners

during their induction period and until status as fully competent

professionOs is attained. For some aspects of how this process works,
A

t'e have a rather complete information base. For example, we know

that college-based preservice programs.across the country are very

similar and consist for the most-part of requiring teachers in.

.._ ..
training to major in a specialty area, to_take-limited course work

in human development, history or philosophy of education, and teaching

methods and to complete some type of clinical experience, normally a

term of student teaching. We also know that begins leave tiheir

,preservice preparation and face difficult and trying times during the

first years of teaching. Kevin Ryan and hits colleagues (1980) have

done an excellent job of documenting the trials and tribulations faced

by beginners and'the-adjustments they are forced to make to survive.

A decade of teacher socialization studies (Lortie, 1975, McDonald, 1981,

and Isaacson 1981)'show that limited support exists for beginners and

that for the most part they perceive themselves as Irking things out

pretty much on their own.

From the research of Bruce Joyce and his team (1976), we -know

that the type of help and opportunities for growth that are provided

for teachers through inservice and continuing eduCation are perceived
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by just about, e eryone in a nationwide.sample
1

as "weak, impoverished

and a relative failure" (Joyce, et.al., p. xvii). Teachers, report ,

dissatis'faction and claim the learning experiences available to them

do not address the probleMs.they are experiencing and policy makers

express beliefs that unless compelled teachers will not attend to

_their professional development and growth. Regardless of the perceived

failure of the inservice system, however, teachers do continue their

learpipg. We know again from the_Joyce-studjes (1976) that more

teachers than in any other time in our history have Ph,D.s (5%),

masters degrees (50%) and a large proportion of them are at the top

of their district's salary Schedule -- all achievements accomplished

ti

only by considerable investment in continuing education;

What we don't know very much about is the nature of the learning

experiences provided for and sought by beginners on their way to full
O

professional status, We know littlle, if anything about the extent

)

and character of the kinds of assistance and training available; we

havenot attempted to categorize these along any dimensions that might

be rele'vant such as those experiences beginners choose to take on

their own versus those that are required or those taken on coliege

campus versus those taken in their own district or elsewhere. Neither

do we know very much about the specifics of the dissatisfaction and

dissillusionment reported Isy teachers nor'the characteristics of

teachers 'themselves that may account for continued learning.

This gap in our knowledge base pushed us to inquire into the

learning xperiences of beginning teachers-and seek answers to several

C
4
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questions. Specifically, (1) if no one is perceived as.being responsible'
11

foi- the continuing education of teachers as'described by,Lortie (1975),

McDonald (1980), and Isaacson (1981), yet we find a great deal of

L.

continuing education occuring as Joyce (1976) has argued, what is

the nature and extent of these efforts (2) If teachers in general
.

report dissatisfaction with the whole process of continuing education,

can we *point a bit more precisely some of the features of this

dissatisfaction, and finally; (3) are thet;e characteristics of teachers

°themselves that may account for their continued
/learning?

4
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METHODS

his investigation was'part of a larger set of activities

undertaken to follow up and study graduates from the University of

Oregon. Over several years, members of the faculty and doctoral

students have-attempted to assessthe effectiveness of their institution's .

Secondary TeacheUr Education Program, to describe the competencies and

. career patterns of graduates and to study the experiences of beginning

secondary teachers. .(See Arends and Bullock, 1976; Arends, Hesse,

Wheeler and Garrett, 1978; Arends, 1979; Isaacson, Arends et.-al.,

1981, and Isaacson, 1981) ''

. Subjects

For/ty-three secondary teachers who graduated from the University

of Oregon in 1976 and 1977 comprised the initial sample for, this study.

ea

Beginners were chosen at random from the total population of graduates

who completed the program during that period and who obtained a teaching

position within a 150-mile radius of the university immediately or within

a few months following graduation. Attrition and Incomplete information

on some subjects reduced.the sample to 34 beginners who provideddata.

for-this particular study.

Data Collection
a

or

Information from and about each graduate in the sample as collected

twice --oat the end of their first year of teaching and again at the

completion of approximately the fourth year for the 1976 graduates and

the third year for the 1977 graduates. The exact amount of teaching

O
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varied betause the final round of data collection was spread over

several months and because somg members of the sample started their

full-time teaching_in mid-year rather than September,

At the end of-year onp, each graduate was visited by a member of

the research team, observed fortwo class periods and intervciewed.

.The beginner's immediate supervisor (principal, or in larger systems,
A \

the department chair) was also interviewed and asked to provide--

information about the beginner's performance. At the end of year three
ti

or year four, me xesearcher, Isaacson, visited 34 subjects from the

original sample of 43. For those who had left` teaching, during the

survey period', interviews were conducted about their new careers and

factors that prompted that choice. For those that remained in teaching,

° interviews were again conducted and measures of their teaching performance

collected from supervisors.

Several instruments were used for the larger study and they are

described in some detail elsewhere. (See Arends, 1978 and Isaacson,

a
Arends et.al., 1981.) Two instruments -- The' Professional Development

Questionnaire and The Teacher Competency Inventory (principal version)
o

-- were used to collect information'for thjs study and will be described

in the report.

RESULTS

Nature of the Learning Experiences of Beginners

If teachers leave the colleges and unifersities without all the

requisite understanding and skills for teaching, do they continue as
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learners during the early years? If they do, what is the nature of
I

those-experiences-?We-were- able to obtain that kind of information

from the 34'beginners in our sample. Ina personal interview we ask
learning.J.

each to do three things: -(1). to recalli\ectivities they had participated

in during their three years of teaching (2) describe selected attributes

of those activities and (3) to make judgments about e ach learning experience.

We encouraged individuals*to consider 4 broaQ range of learning experiences

and not to confine their responses to formal courses or workshops. However in

ogriinal analysis we included onlythose experience we termed "deliberate
4-

and professionally- related learning." .By dqpberite we meanthat the

experience hasd..to.be planned and with a particular objective in mind. By

professional Va mean reldted to the teacher's work as o posed to experience

that satisfies personal' or recreational purposes. \Unli eother studies of

professional continuing education (Castel and Storey, 1 68 ), we did not

include general reading to keep up or prepare for 'ay-t -day work. Nor

were we as liberal as Tough (1971,1978) in includItIN g the wide range of

learning efforts that many adults pursue as a part onormal living. We

also used a conservative definition of reported instances of educational

travel., For-ixample, a trip to Europe mainly-for pleasure was not

.

included ' the same time, a trip to Mexico by a Spanish teacher to

improve here conversational Spanish was viewed as deliberate and professionally

*related.

From the vast array of learning experiences reported, we identified

Wcategories displayed and defined in Chart 1 on the following page. For
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Chart 1

Definitions of 18 Categories of Learning Experiences Reported by Beginning Teachers
.7

Name Defihition

Clinics:,

Community Study:

Conferenc(s:

Curriculum Work:

Educational TraVel:

Faculty Study Groups:

Field Testing i1atertals:

Field Trips:

/ Independent Study:

New Teacher Orientations:

Night Classes:

sM Observations:

Presentations /Performances:

Private Lessons:

Technical Assistance:

Student Teaching Supervision:

Summer School:

Workshops:

4,
A group meeting of teachers where specific problems are, examined and discusSed

and concrete skills are acquired. Topics may vary but in our sample normally

pertained to physical education, coaching, or outdoor education.

Opportunities provided for teachers either alone or in a group to understand the

community, in which tKey.teach. Instances reported in our sampfemere tours

arranged by local school personnel or some community group.
. 0

A formal meetiog,where topics in a Particular area are, presented and discussed.
Normally sponsargerby,subject matter specialty associations and no mere than

aday or, two 0
. ,

Opportunities at the local or state level for teachers to construct, turriculuth

"guides or'materials and/or to influerice selection, of textbooks.. We included

only instances where the arrangement was formal and, where training was . ,

associated with the experience, e.g. Serving on a'State Textbook Adoption
Committee where a materials analysis proceaure was lieaned.

Travel to other parts of thd country or the' world thit enhances the teacher's

ability to teach a particulaesubject or topic, e.g. foreign language teachers

waiting the country where the language they teach'is spoken. We did not --

include travel for personal or recreational purposes.

Formal meetings of members of a school faculty where specific problems are

studied and considered. We did not include regular faculty business Meeting?.

Situations where teachers are asked to test new educational materials or

approaches and required to'learn about the materials and/or approaches prior to the test.

A visit made by teachers to other schools for the purpose of firsthand Observation

of'some practiCe or procedure,

6 .

A situation where a teacher studied some topic in depth and on their own for the

purpose of improving their at)ility to teach that topic. We did not include normal

reading to keep up with a field or to perform lay-to-day work..

Special sessions conducted by employing districts for the purpose of acquainting

beginning teachens with the policies and procedures of the district, building and

of the school's curriculum approaches and/or community.

Formal classes or coursework taken by teachers in the evening during the school

year. For the most part these were part of some college or university's continuing

education program and carried griduate credit.

A visit made by teachers to'other:classronms for_the purpose of firsthand experience

0,0 another teacher's approach or for o6serv:ng some practice or procedure.
A

A situation where teachers give formal speeChes oemusic performances:and require

special preparation and learning. .1
w

, -

Special training for a individual teacher in a particular topic or ,kill provided

by another individual. Most instances reported b,/ -music teachers.

Instances where teachers receive special and individualized help from a principal,

supervisor or other school or university personpel.

Situations wher, teachers'are asked to supervise and work with a college student

in teacher training program and that requires learning helping and supervision skills.

formal clasjes or coursework taken by teachers on a college or university campus

during their summer vacation period.

Special meetings sponsored by a variety of p,oviders Where teachers study, discuss

(specific educational topics and where opobrtunities are nrovided to make materials
or lessons for use in theif own classroom situation,

9
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thd most part, the category syst6mwe,devised allowed accurate independent

classification of the various reported learning experiences. Most problematic -.

were decisions about how many of the independent study'activities to include
. ,

and -how to classify certain activit4es.called wo rkshops or clinics, Even

timiggh our beginning teachers called some.adtiwities workshops, and others

clipics, we suspect that the.actual nature dfithe learning experiences-
. . .

.....,
,

provided in both are really, quite similar and the name is more dependent

aty.

\

4-

on the subject. specialty; P.E. Teachers go to clinics; English Teachers oo

ti

to wo4ihaps.

Extent of BAinner's Learning Experiences

The extent of learning exp+iences%reported by the 34 beginning

teachers in our sample is.displayed in Tables 'Fuld 2.°

Place Tables 1 and 2 Here

As with the Criteria for inclusion, we used rather conservative

decision rOles for computing the number of hours devitd an experience

or activity. For example:.

': If a teacher attended aconference or workshop-outside his/her
TOcal area, We did not include travel to and,frOm the activity,
-only the actual hours in- attendance,,,

' If a teacher reported taking a night class or classes during
summer school,' we counted only face-to-face instructional
time, not time that would be required, in most instances, for
outside preparation and study.

If.a teacher reported educational travel- or field trips, only
hours that applied to their speciftic educational goals were

counted.

10
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Table 1

Amount of Professional el 4ment Engalged in by Beginning Teachers'

Measui4finent , n , " RANGE i

e--
.

356 2: 19 10.47
...

..
.

.

. . .
.

'9901 28-951 ' 291.21,
-......_,

.

-Number of. Respondents = A,
.

.
_

.

`--

Measured in
Number of Activities

Reported .

Measured its
(1,

Ntimber of Hours

.
.

(
1
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Table 2.

Frequency Distribution in Hours bf Professional Development
r

Reported by Beginning Teachers
.

I

E, Hours of DevelOprierit .

Less than 50 urs

51 to 100 _HO rs

101 tp 200 Hpiirs

-201 to-300--Hours--------

-301'to 400 Hours 4

401 to 500 HOUrs

More than 500 Hours 3

N Percent

4

° TOTAL

I

34
zo.. ..! z.

12.

(4.

11:8

11-8

14.7

14.7

11.8
J

26.5)

8.8

100.0

ea

4

te



As can b able 1, the 34 beginners reported 356

11

deliberate learning experiences during the survey period. .Together

these totaled to almost 10,000 hours of effort on their part, Cooking

kat, the range Of activities and the frequency distributions provided in

Table 2 wp'-find considerable differences-among individuals in the

sample. For example, one 'respondent repo ted as many as951 hours
o

spent in learning during her first 3 years f teaching_as compared to_

aa few as 28 hours reported by anotliar beginner, On the average,

beginners participated in-ten plus different learning experiences and

these amounted to almpst 300hours of effort.

C

Attributes and Beginners' Judgements of Learning, Experiences,

Not only were we interested -in -the total amount of learning activity

_--- engagdrin by beginning teachers but also' various attributes of these'

learning experiences, how satisfied beginners to with each experience

and how applicable they perceived the experience to be in their teaching.

In Table 3; we haves rank ordered the 18 types of learning experiences

according to the frequency in which they'were reported and displayed the

,

number of hours spent by the total'sample for each type of experience.

Place Table 3 Here \

As can be observed, the most frequently attended activities were

'wOrkshops and conferences with-night/classes and summer school work

consuming the most hours. In addition, we believe there are several

0

0

,
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Table 3

4

12

Number of 18 Types of Learning Activities Reported

by Beginning.Teachers_;ana.Hours-Devoted-to-Eacit

. _

-Type of Learning-Activity

Number of ActiVities and Hours
Reported by 34 Teachers

N. % -HRS. %

Workshops 83 23.3 1426 14.4

Conferences 80 22.5 894 9.0

SummerSchool 37 10.4 3266 33.0

Night Classes 36 4 10.1 1323 13.4

Clinics
t

33 9.3 1022 10.3

New Teacher Orientations AZO 5.6 ° 169 1.7

Curriculum Work 16 ,', 4.5 190 1.9

Presentations/Performances ..... 14 3.9 179 1.8

ObservatiOns 13 3.7 118 1,2

Technical Assistance ....... ,.. .. 6 --1.7 39 "".1

Independent 'Study --- . 3 .8 667 6.7

Educational TraVel 3 .8 276 42.8

Student Teaching Supervision S .8 180 1.8

_
Private Lessons 3\ .8 112 1.1

Community Study , 2 .6
.

12 >.1

Field Testing Materials 2 .6 5 .1

Faculty Study Groups 1 -.' .3 15. 7.1

Field Tips 1 .3 8 7.1

.-e

TOTALS 356 1001 9901 100111

1
Slightly more than 100% due to rounding procedures

14



interesting and important insightS that 'can be derived from these

data:

. Measured in frequenworksholig-ind conferences account-for
the-highest-percentage of learning activities' participated
in by beginning teachers.

. Measured in hours, teachers participate in night and summer
school classes that account for almost 50 pertent of the time
they spend on learning.

. Less than two.thirds of the teachers reported, having
experienced special orientation or training for beginners.
For those that did have such sessions they were, on the
average slightly less than one day in lIngth.

. Few beginning -teachers apserve other teachers, fsit other
schools or receive first hand technical assistance.

o

13 ,

. Beginners get few opportunities to present or perform for
their peers.

Data displayed in Table 4 on the following page has again been

categorized by the type of learning experiences reported by beginners

and also by where the learning experience was held, who provided the

training and what type of incentives were available. These data.also

show the ratings beginners gave the various experiences according to

type, location, trainers and incentives. Mean scores represent the

average responses, of the 34 subjects on a five-point scale for

satisfaction and applicability for the combined number of experiences

reported under each attribute. For present descriptive'purposes, we

have chosen to consider each attribute independently, fully, recognizing

that a number of the attributes probably interact to produce a rating

of satisfaction or applicability for any particular learning

experience.

15



Table 4.

Satisfaction and Applicability Ratings of Learning Experiences

. According, to Type, Location, Trainer, and Incentives

Rank Ordered.on Satisfaction Scale

14

Attributes of
Learning Experiences, N 3231 Percent

Mean Ratings
Applicability Satisfaction

Type of Learning Experience .

Presepi/ations/Performances
, 14 4.3% 4.79 4.71

Technical A5sistince 6_ 1.9%- --- 4.00 4.34
Clinics . 30 9.3% 4.17 4.33
Observations' 12 3.7% 3.25 3.83
Workshops. '72. 22.3% 3.65 3.80'

Conferences 74 22.9% 3.30 3.64
Night Classes 1 33 10.2% i 3.40 3.21
Curriculum Committees 15 4.6% I 3.80 3,07 .

Summer School 34 10.5% i 2.85 3:00'
New Te,,acher Orientations 19 5.9% 1 2.84 2.32
Other .

g .

14 4.3% If ---- ----

Location .

-Out=o1=State 26 8.0% 4.27 4.58
Else-where in State
College Campus f

126
70

39.0% ,

'21.7%
3.7.3

3.14
-e.3.87I'

3.29
-Local (School and District) 94 29.1% 3.24 3.18
Other, .' , 7 2.2%

4
---- ----

.

Trainer Type
p

More than one Type 0 19.5 %. 3.70 3.9 --
.1.

Consultant 61 18.9% 3.56 3 7

Teachers . 61 18.9% 3.79 .76

IHE Faculty 94 29.1% 3.25 3.29
LEA Staff
Other .

33

11

10.2%
3.4%

3.06
____

2.67
____

Incentive Provided
.

Multi-incentives 17 5.3%
w

4.71 4.71
C Personal Satisfaction 65 20.1% 4.28 4.45
Release Time 110 34.1% 3.38 3.63

Credit 73 22.6% 3.14 3.20
Compulsory 5a 15.6% 2.84 2.58.
Other 8 2.5% ---- ----

1

-- -Total numbersoflearriin-geWeriences are slightly less. than the 356
reported in Table 3 because respondents were not able to make judgments
about a few of the learning experiences or information was missing on the
interview schedule:

2
Learnfng.experiences reported infrequently (e.g. field trips,

private lessons) were placed in an "Other Category" for this particular
,
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Inspection of the various attributes of the 323 learning experiences

along with the ratings they received provide additional insights into

the nature of experiences provided for and sought beginners and how

--they react to-tbem7--When-we -iook-a-gain-at the type of (earning

activities we find the same frequency distribution as found in Table

3, namely that the bulk of beginners' learning consists of workshops,

conferences, night classes and summer school. HoweVer, takgn

independently of other attributes,-there-is considerable variability

in the way beginners judge the various types of experiences they

attend:

Learning experiences that areihighly individualized (presentations,

technical assistance, observations) and those that are very'practical

'(clinics and workshops)- receive the highest ratings whereas more

general types of learning experiences (night classes, curriculum

eommittees, and summer school) the lowest. Again we see that only

about two-thirds of the sample reported specific new teacher

Orientations, that these make up only a small portion of the total

numbers, of activities .and wereluntversally dissatisfying to beginners.

When learning experiences are categorized by location and trainer

type, it,becomes clear that education for beginning teachers is going

On in a variety of settings and several different types of leaders

are providing that education. The fact that almost 30 percent of

learning actiNities occurred at the local level (school or district)

should be satisfying for those who argue for more locally-based

emphasis in continuing education. However, the fact that the closer

17



to home an activity occurs the lower rating it receives-may come as

a surprise to some.- The fact that less than,a third of the experiences

were led by IHE faculty, that 'almost 20 percent of the experiences

were-ied-by-teachers themseTV6s7alld that these received high ratings

indicate higher education no longer is the major actor in the

enterprise of continuing education and that teachers are doing quite

well on their own.

Released time from work was reported by b inners as the

incentives most often provided to encourage par icipation. They

report that only 15 percent of the experiences were engaged in because

they were compulsory. Twenty percent of the learning experiences

were taken for personal satisfpction. Multiple incTives were

present in afeld: of the learning experiences. Thete were situations

1

in most instances where the teacher was given release time to *pursue

b. A '

a learning experience for their own persona) satisfaction. Experiences

taken for personal satisfaction or that carried multiple incentives

are those reported as most satisfyUg and applicable to the beginner's

work.

Profiles and Features of Avid, Averageand Reluctant Participants

As described previously, we found considerable differences among

various individuals in the sample as to the amount of time each

devoted to learning experiences. This prompted us to look a bit more

closely at the learning. profiles or the complete range of experiences

Mr specific beginning teachers. In Chart 2.on the following page

four specific profiles -- bne for an avid participant, two average'

18
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Chart 2

Four Beginning Teachers''Learninq Profiles .

17

CASE 1 - AN AVID PARTICIPANT = 623 HOURS'

Time

t

Year 1 - Fall
Fall

Winter
Spring
Summer

Year 2 Fall

Winter
Spring
Summer

Year 3 Fall

Fall

Winter
Winter

/ Spring
Spring
Summer

Locatioh

New Teacher Orientation 2

Oregon Math Conference 8

N. Class-.....Inter. Communications 30
N. Class - reachin Methods 30
Summer School 140

Northwest Math Conference 16
N. Class - Teaching Methods 3

Observation at Another School 8

Summer School 150

N. Class - Diag. and Remediation
Workshop on Calculators
N.Class - 8ehavior Modification
Workshop on Probability
Field Test New Math Materials'
Workshop - Prob. Solving, Gifted
Simmer School'

30
2

20
2

3

2

150

School
Portland
District
Campus
Campus

-Seattle
Campus
District
mpus

Ditrict
ESD
District-
ESD
School
Teacher Ctr.
Campus

CASE 2 - AN AVERAGE PARTICIPANT 295 HOURS

Year 1 - Fall

Fall

' Fall

- Spring
Summer

. Year 2 Fall

Fall

Spring
Summer
Summer

Year 3 - Fall

Winter

New Teacher Orientation 8

Harry Wong Motivation Workshop 4

Oregon Geography Conference__
---6--=2-holf-rFa-CUlty Development 1

Summer School 140

Workshop - AssertiveDiscipline 4

Oregon.Geography Conference . 8

Fac. Mts. on Asiertive Discipline 4
Summer Schopl 120
Taught Class,- Nat. Environ. 30

gregon Geography Conference . 8

Workshop - Anti-Discrimination 1

District
District
Eugene
School

Campus

District
Eugene
School
Campus
Campus

Eugene
District

CASE 3 AN AVERAGE PARTICIPANT 360 HOURS

Year 1 Fall

Fall

Spring

Year 2 - Fail

Fall

Winter
Summer

Year 3 - Fall

Fall

Spring
Winter
Spring
Spring
Summer
Summer

State Health and P.E. Conference
Organized Tour of Metro Area
Soccer Clinic

Madeline Hunter Workshop
State Health and P.E. Conference
Handball Clinic
Summer School

Health Curriculum Committee
Conference on Birth Defects
Health Curriculum Committee

. Workshop - Athletic injuries
Workshop on CRP - Red Cross
KGW Health Fair
Slimmer School

Physical-Fitness Clinic

8 Portland
4 'Portland
4 District

8 District
8 Eugene
4 District

180 Campus

4 District
16 ESD

4.-. .District
4 District
8 Portland
4 Portland.

100 Campus
4 . District

CASE 4 A RELUCTANT PARTICIPANT - 32 HOURS

Year 1 - Fall

Winter,

Year 2 - Fall

Year 3 - Winter
Spring

New Teacher Orientation 16

Workshop - Writing Health Comp. 5

Workshop on Discipline 4

Reviewed Materials for Textbook Committee 2

Workshop on Anti-Discrimination -.-5

District
Schdol

0
District

...School

District

19
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cases and one reluctant participnt -- are displayed. Looking at

specific profiles, one-is struck with two features of the nature and

extent of the learning Operiencesoof beginning teachei-11____One,_these,-------;---

specific cases highlight the great variabilit that'exists between

those that avidly pursue continuing education compared to those

that appear morelneuctant. Two, the variety of experiences reported

and patterns observed for each individual emphasizes the uniqueness

of each,beginner's choice ,6nd perhaps the, heavy influence of the

teaching specialty on the type.of activities sought-by secondary

teachers. Note, for example, that in the case of the avid participant

we have a math teacher who started taking classes at night, who each

year ttended conferences in her subject area, returned to school

----"L"----
%

each summer, and tookavariety of short workshops in het. teaching

specialty. ThisWcontrasted with the re-1u t participant who
6

essentially participated in five activities -- all of which up ,

-closer inspectio,I we compulsory. The'profile for Case 3, one of
411.

the average participants and a health and physical education teacher,

illustrates a persOn who in addition to campus-based courses-s6ght

out a variety of short, day-long or half-day clinics Or workshops that

focused specifically on her teaching specialty.

If the extent and ,pattern of learning is somewhat unique for each ,

\

beginning teacher are there, however, features that characterize

various types of lear'ners?- We do not have a very good answer to that

.

quettion at this time, but one simple, but revealing.analysis is

compelling. As described previously, information about the beginner's

20
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competence was collected at the end of their first year of teaching'

from principals or supervisors. This was done by asking supervisors

to complete a "Teacher Competeilcy Inventory" that required matiing

judgments about 17 areas of performancl on a 5-point scale ranging

from exceptionally competent to inadequate. When scores for the

items are sumMed and averaged an overall competency score is

19

obtained.

' c> /We foand that we had complete information (amount of learning

expeAences from the Professional DexelopMent Questionnaire and'

supervisor's ratings from the Teacher Competency Inventory) on 24

beginning teachers in the sample.

Table 5 gives the number of hours each of the 24 beginners spent

on learning experiences during the first three years of their teaching

and, the competency rating they received from their principal at the

end of their first year.

t -
place Table 5 here

Computation of Spearman rank correlation between hours of

learning experiences and supervisor's ratings produced a coefficient

of .345 which has a significance leyel of .05. It would appear that

those beginners who are the most active in learning are also those

gd-most highl, ompetent.

21.
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Total Hours, of Learning Experiences for 24 Beginning

Teachers and. Principal's Judgment of Compdtence

Subject
Hours of
Learning

Principal's
Rating

1 951. 3.9
:.2 - 764 4.0

3
.

566 '4.2
4 516 4.3
5 40 4.1

6 482 3.5
" ''7 .. 440 3.3

8 -\ , 427 4.3
9 .413 3.8

\, 10 401 4
t-
4

11 328 4.0
12 \ 327 3.1
13 317
14 295

____3_2______

_ 3.6
15 .268 /3.4
16 225 3.6
17 174 3.8

, 18 114 3.3 .

19 108 3.7
'20 102 3.3

21. 72 2.9
22 56 3.2
23 40 4. 3.3
24 t 32 3.4

1

.

0
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.-DISCUSSIdN AND IMPLICATIONS
11.

In this investigation, we studded tne learning exAriences of

beginning teachers. Using fairly conservative definitions and

decision Tules, we found-that the,learning experiences proyided for

and sought by a representative sample of secondary teachers in one

state could be divided into 18 categories and that the amount of

participation in learning-activities by beginners was rather

extensive and perhaps greater.than would have been predicted.

Beginning teachers tend to discriminate in their judgments about the
.

various types of learning experiences available and report that

'where a learning,experience is held, the, type of person whoprOvides

Ileadership'and the nature of the incentives offered make a difference,

in the amount of satisfaction they derive from the experience and hOr

applicabsee_itto_theirteaching,--Inspection of

cases within the sample illustrates that beginners vary greatly in the

amount they participate in deliberate learning and the pattern for

each is somewhat unique. At the same time, a characteristic that

avid'participants'have in common as contrasted with less avid and ,.

reluctant participants is

by their principals.

that they are perceived as more competent

In no way do we want to be pretentious about these data. The

sample, although randomly selected, is\small and made up from the

graduates i611 one institution who starte their teaching careers in

one state. At the same time, we believe this,.information begins to,

\23 4
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.111 in some of the gaps abOut beginners' learning and has practical

implications in several situations.

D First, the shear'amOunt of time devoted to deliberate,

professionally - related learning by beginning teachers needs

highlighted.' Joyce and his colleagues (1977) report that the policy-

makers in their national sample expressed "skepticiim" about teachers'

desire for inservice education°unless compiled. Others (Houle, 1980,

for example) hold to-the view that "too few professionals continue to

learn . . . (and) that opportunities . . . are less abundant than

they should be" (p.-303).. However, if the reports of beginning

. teachers in our sample\are'accurate and representative, the whole

notion of teacher resistance may be overstated. For example, the

average teacher in 'our samplespent almost 300 hours over the first

threeyears'of teaching in deliberate learning activities. The

magnitude of-this 300 hours bqcoMes more significant when contrasted

with several'other pieces of information.'

. Excluding student teacking, and counting only face-tb-face
instructional time the beginning teacher was required to
take only. 240 hour's in their preservice teacher training

program at the institution in which they graduated (8 classes
x 30 hours per class).

. To obtain,pe0Manent certificatioTi in the state where° the
sample was"drawn, beginning secondary teachers are required
to complete additional study that figures outto.be
approximately 75'clock hours per year (2:5 classes x 30 hours ,

per class).

. . Castle and Story (1968), in a study of physicians in Utah,.

estimatethat.doctors'spend aboilt 180 hairs per year on

continuing education although-only 55 hours'of this'was spent:
on meetings and courses; tfle rest included reading, contact
with colleagues, group rounds and the like:.

22



The fact that the average beginning teacher spends approximately

100 hours per year on deliberate learning and a large-portion much
- _

more than that,niakes%even.more strongly the case that beginners do.

indeed continue as learners.

Second, the impression that continuing educatibn is impoverished

and/or dominated by.the traditional provider', higher education, may
or

need to be reconsidered. It would appear'that even though: night

classes and summer school account for the largest proportion of

hours of learning experiences for beginners, that certainly many

other types of learning activities exist.and these are sought by new

teachers. In fact the pattern thai3exists can best be characterized

as one ilawhich a large supermarket of learning-experiences exist

from which individual teachers pick and choose.

Third, the attitudes expressed by beginners toward specific

learning experiences may'help pinpoint, a bit more accurately sources
,

of dissatisfaction which up to now have been expressed about and

directed toward continuing education in general. For example, the

typesAle4rning experiences that received the most favorable
,

responses were those that were higlijy individualized (one-to-one

technical assisetce And observations of other teachers teaching) or

very practical, (solliing particular problems and developing classroom

materials in clinicsiand worksh'opi). Of some interest, but perhaps

s not surprising when we think about it a moment,.was'the universally

high favorable responses to experiences when beginners themselves.

were asked to make presentations, perform or provide ,leadership for a

25
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/learning event.' What is a little disconcerting was the small amount
, . q

,..,:of learning experiences that fall into these categories as compared
4 .a. ,

tp those that receive less_ favorable responses.

Beginners' attitudg toward the -location of learnino experiences

.z.

o 24

perhaps explode d
.

myth. The cbmmon wisdom during the past several' )

. :

years is that providers of learning experiences will be more successful
. . c
.

if they take that' experience to the teacher's place of work,,,

1
---Recognizin§ -Tiiiithat many other' factors- that. was not true

of the beginners in our sample. In fact the 'farther Lay from home

die learning experience, rie more. satisfiedteacher; were with it'aj
i ,

teaching. Could it be that

satisfaction from attending

the more. applicable they saw it to their

teachers, like other professitmals, find

professional nferences and other kinds of learning experiences that
.

,

:allow'them to interact with a larger community of colleagues and a',
.

escape the paractiocialism that exists in daily rdirtine.

The data obtained in thisosample,of beginners as to the type of.

trainers that produce most favorable attitudes confirm data collected

es -(1977) that college personnel and

o

by Bruce,Joyceand his collea

administratdg or curriculum spe ialiSts fr)Drn thew district's central

office are the least prRferred. They alsoreveal that teacherse , -

themselves and consultants are the most preferred. What perhaps is
r

most interesting is the high satisfaction and ratings of applicability

o

received from learning experiences that had more than one type of

trainer. Closer analysis of these experiences show a common pattern

a clinic, workshop or conference led by teams consisting of consultants,

4
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1in some instancesiligher education personnel. acting as private

consultants, and teachers themselves. Could a trend be emerging

that whereas organizations themselves haye not been highly successful

in developing4and delivering collaborative learning experiences that

the individuals within various provider organizations have found the

efficacy of-joining together?

The results about incentives also prove interesting in several

ways. One, it would appear that a sizable portion of the learning

experiences were taken by beginners for personal satisfaction Or.

professional growth and that these produced very high ratings.of.

. satisfaction and applicability. It is also .quite'clear"that very

different attitudes exist toward a learning experience *if irVis

engaged in voluntarily as'contrasted to compulsory-attendance. As

withbulti-trainers, it appears that multi- incentives produce a degree

ofsatisfaction And-applicability not ;rivaled by single incentives
: 0

.
alone.

Finally, inspection of the individual learning profiles and the

`fact that those beginners rated most competent Are also those that

are the most a,./id 'participants in learning have implication for

policy mjkcrs concernedviith continuing education. Each beginner's

learning appeari to be the product of individual decisions as compared

to decisions made in mutual agreement with others. Perhaps, what we

find with the ledrning experiences of beginning teachers is similar

'to what.we find with other aspects of teachers' work -- theo

autonomous professional working'alone. Many features of this pattern

27
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are probably desirable. For instance, it provides.teachers with

opportunities to design their own learning agenda, to choose

experiences that best match their own perceived needs, and it keeps
.40

the primary responsibility for learning.on the individual. At the

same time, several of the beginners in our sample did not continue

to participate in learning. In fact, those that could benefit most

from additional, learning fall.into this category. The challenge,

perhaps, is what type o- policies offer rewards and aid for the

docile learner without destroying the pattern of those beginners who

already on their own attend to their learning needs?

g :r -
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